
Finice2023 sustainability plan 
With the creation of this sustainability plan, we want to make visible the actions we have taken and walk 
through the competition organising process to find out what we have not been thinking before. We wish this 
serves as an example to all UIAA competition organisers also! 

Ecological sustainability 

Carbon footprint 
We act to reduce our carbon footprint. Finice2023 will take into use the UIAA carbon calculator. It contains the 
travel to the competition site, electricity and fuel usage, materials and meals. By measuring, we can find the 
largest problems and find where better choices are needed and are most significant in the future. 

Ice climbing tower facility 
The OKS ice tower is a permanent structure which functions as a year-round training facility for ice climbers. 
Summer season provides drytooling routes. Winter months will also provide ice. The ice is made by freezing 
temperatures. We pump water to the top of the tower and let it rain down in small drops - size depending on 
the wind direction, speed and temperature. Water comes from a settling basin, originally from a nearby stone pit. 

Drytooling walls will be renovated during autumns 2021 and 2022. Small tower wall was already replaced with 
wooden CLT- boards which are production residues. Boards are the doorholes of a CLT element student building. 
The board is sturdy and will be durable against kicking with spiky drytooling shoes. 

For the competition we rent all needed infrastructure: tents, containers, portable toilets, portable audio etc. 
Engine-generator is needed to be able to provide extra electricity needed during competition days. The containers 
are heated with electric radiators and tents are heated with gas heaters. We can save energy by keeping the 
radiators at moderate temperatures - people have their winter clothes on, and doors are closed. Extra energy 
generation is one of our future challenges. 

Food 
We will minimise food waste by estimating the need of meals with enrollment to each meal in Finice2023. 
Estimating especially the amount of food for the closing party has been difficult. Meals at the competition site 
have not provided almost any food waste. 

In Finice2022 50% of meals were vegan. In Finice2023 we will raise the percentage of vegan food. 
Moreover, the coffee and tea served or sold at the competition site will be selected with responsibility criteria. 

Materials 
Competition materials include bibs, banners, posters and Finice t-shirts given to all competitors and volunteers. 
Before ordering, we will consider the need, number of units, future usage and recycling. Bibs can be reused in 
smaller competitions. This year we focus on not ordering surplus t-shirts like earlier - we will collect the t-shirt 
sizes in advance. We will also make a responsible choice for the t-shirt model and hope it will become the 
receiver's favorite t-shirt or top. 



Waste management 
We will minimise the amount of waste produced in the competition. In Finice2023, the meals are not single-
packed. We will ask people to take their own cup for hot drinks. We will sort wood, biowaste, clean plastic, 
combustible waste, paper, metal and glass. 

Social sustainability 

Climbing 
Climbing takes the enthusiasts to enjoy the outdoors in winter and summer. It builds personal relationships 
between the climber and nature, cliffs, icefalls or mountains. Climbing enhances responsibility and taking care of 
each other and nature. Rope climbing requires cooperation between the climber and the belayer. 
Climbers build strong communities. 

Meaning of Finice 

Finice has been organized yearly since 2017 and it has had European Cup status since 2018. In 2019, we also 
hosted the Youth World Championships. Since then, we have also provided open competition for Youth to support 
the youth competition ice climbing that was started in Finland. Finice2023 will have Youth world championchips 
and Adults European cup final. 

Oulu climbing club has less than 500 members and every year we will get over 100 volunteers helping with creating 
the competition. For volunteers and Finnish climbers Finice is a great opportunity to get to know international climbers 
and be part of the international climbing community. Competition organising is also a good learning experience for the 
volunteers and also it builds the local community tightly together. 

Equal opportunity 
Within Finice organisation we advance equal opportunity and encourage everyone equally to enjoy climbing. We 
see there are less women athletes in competition ice climbing compared to men, the community would benefit 
having more women competing also. This is an issue that needs attention. The awards are the same value for 
men and women. 

Code of Conduct 
We respect all participants in the event. We do not discriminate against any person on the basis of age, gender, 
sexual expression, ability to function, background or religion. We will instruct those who act against these rules. 

Accessibility 
The competition site is partially accessible for e.g. wheelchair. The area for the audience in the lead competition is 
accessible, but terrain can be soft due to snow. Car can be parked close to the lead audience with disabled's permit. 
We provide a larger toilet. The stand for speed competition is unfortunately not accessible for a wheelchair. 



Cultural sustainability 

Promoting local culture 
We will provide the competitors a possibility to enjoy the local culture once they have come to Oulu. We will organise 
a closing party at the local climbing center after the competition. The closing party provides a possibility to a sauna 
experience with locals. We will organise a cool down climbing trip to Finland's best ice climbing area Korouoma 
and provide also shorter Oulu-programs after the competition. One of the meals provided during the weekend is 
Finnish style. The podium decoration follows Finnish traditions. We will also provide Oulu - must see & do list and 
basics of finnish to the competitors. 

Economical sustainability 
Finice event has large positive impact on local economy. Our organisation uses local companies when possible 
for instance in foods and materials, renting infrastructure and in live streaming. The impact of competitors is 
also large due to long competition, the teams will stay, move and eat in Oulu from thursday to monday or even 
continue their stay with activities. 

Ordering the right amount of meals, t-shirts etc brings also economical savings.
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